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About This Game

WizardCraft is a fantasy-themed real-time strategy (RTS) game where players try to destroy AI opponents by collecting
resources and creating an army. The game is played in a medieval setting with fantasy elements, where both sides have melee
(knights), ranged (archers), aerial units (dragons), and spell casters (wizards). Most of the missions follow the pattern "collect

resources, build buildings and units, destroy opponents".

The game is played by building up a working economy to produce military units, and then going to war against AI enemies. Iron
and coal is needed to produce weapons that are needed to 'recruit' soldiers, which in turn requires mines and food production.

All buildings require wood and stone to build, and all peasants need living space, which results in a complex chain of
infrastructure required before big armies may be produced. Upgrade points earned during combat can be used in the Castle to

upgrade various units. The Castle is considered as the central hub in the game, if it is destroyed it's game over.

WizardCraft currently contains 30 missions and two different skirmish modes, 'normal mode' and 'battle mode'. Battle mode is a
quick mode which only uses two resources 'wood' and 'gold' to produce buildings and units, this allows players to quickly build

an army so players can focus more on the attacking aspect of the game. Normal mode contains all 29 different resources
available in the game and players must create a stable economy in addition to managing an army. Both skirmish modes can be
further customized to increase the cap limit on buildings and units, as well as the stats of each individual unit, allowing players

the freedom to play the game however they decide.

The game's easy to use map editor also allows players to develop maps for use in the skirmish modes.

Key Features Include:
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Over 30 missions;
Skirmish mode containing over 50 different maps and a fast paced 'Battle' mode which allows players to focus more on

attacking enemy players.
Create your own skirmish maps with our easy to use map editor.

3 different difficulty levels.
Real-time battles with up to 600 units.

Take control of 12 different units, including archers, knights, cannons, wizards and dragons.
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Interesting strategy game.. Looks amazing, great Detail and runs fine on my laptop. Was expecting something similar to
Lumines, or even Audiosurf. It just feels too rough around the edges and amateurish.

I know it's cheap, but so are a LOT of other, much more polished games.. Adds atmosphere to driving the bus. For me
personally a welcome addition as I don't play with my PC online.. What is Immortal Heroes?

Immortal Heroes is a clicker game. You click to tear your opponent's health down and if you pause they regain health again.
And that is all there is.

Pros:
- Good graphics
- Will easily take every top spot at every worst games of all time list
- 40 achievements that are rather easy to get... if you can stand the clicking
- The game is so bad I can't even stand to write a proper review. So that saves me time, I guess.
- You find out how bad it is within minutes. So you can get a refund if you want.

Cons:
- No incremental \/ equipment \/ ANYTHING that is expected from a clicker
- Gameplay is worse than that clciker in The Basement Collection. No kidding.
- Gameplay is worse than Hong Kong '97
- Gameplay is worse than... everything else
- Gameplay is worse than Bad Rats, Big Rigs, Desert Bus... ok, maybe not that one...
- You will stop prior to getting 40 achievements because of physical strain. And that is from someone who DOES play clickers
all the time!
- It actually costs money

Recommended: Only if you work at Guantanamo Bay and need new ways to torture your prisoners because waterboarding isn't
bad enough anymore. Not sure what the deal is as the overall reviews seem positive, but this game was completely and
irredeemably broken for me, and judging by the forums I'm not the only one.

Bugs such as enemies not appearing make certain levels impossible to beat. If only I hadn't sat on it in my backlog for over a
year I'd be getting a refund on this one. What a shame.. This is a beautiful aircraft. It is very light and has a medium range when
on an empty loadout, although it can hold up to four external fuel tanks. When fully loaded it COULD technically hold up to 14
bombs\/missiles not including its GAU-12\/U and ammo. Although "slow" (300- about 500 knots) compared to other aircraft, it
can definitely fend for itself in a dogfight with other fighter aircraft, because of its sharp turning, ability to hold 5x AIM-9
infared guided A2A missiles, and also because it has water cooling in its engines, allowing for full thrust for longer periods of
time. The ability to hover can also be handy in case of a short runway or if landing on a carrier conventionally is difficult for
you. You can also angle the nozzles at 5-10 degrees, allowing the plane to turn on a dime (even though it will probably flip out
and stall). A few things that make this difficult to fly are that the A2A refueling probe is off to the side, instead of in the
middle, and that it can be really hard to control in VTOL mode, but this can be mastered with practice. One complaint that I
have about the plane is that it does not have the ability to hold JDAM bombs, like a real one would, but it does have other laser
guided bombs\/missiles.

10\/10. Don't mind my playtime on this, as I've previously beaten this game on the iPhone version.

This is easily among my favorite, if not being my absolute favorite, of the interactive novels presented by Choice of
Games\/Hosted Games. If the alluring fantasy of being a sleek, cool assassin in fiction has ever appealed to you, whether it's
through playing Hitman, The Darkness, or taking on the Dark Brotherhood quests in the Elder Scrolls series, or being enthralled
by movies like John Wick and Pulp Fiction, this game is for you.

The writing does a great job of making your character feel formidable and impressive, and rewards how you want to personally
characterize them from their personality to their skill set with a rich and interesting set of possibilities. It's one of the closest and
most rewarding things I've found outside of some other conventional video games that lets you more or less live out what it
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would be like to be the star in a high octane action film.

I would freely encourage anyone who thinks they might be interested to check out COG's other games\/novels as well (all the
free demos let you play out the first three chapters, giving you a fair taste of whether it'll hold your interest or not, so you can't
really go wrong there), as I've found most of them to be pretty enjoyable, but I can definitely say there's probably nothing else
they can offer that's quite like this.

Of course, the story isn't 100% realistic, but where's the fun in that? If you can suspend your disbelief enough for an interactive
novel the same way you would for 1980's Bruce Willis and Arnold Schwarzenegger movies, but don't want a story that's
completely mindless or unbelievable, give the demo a shot at the very least (no pun intended). Not many of their games are
usually $5 on Steam, but I'd say this is one of the instances where it's definitely worth it.

The first time I beat this game, I immediately started another playthrough. This is one I can definitely see myself coming back
to again and again over time. It'd be a mistake not to try it if you think you might even be the least bit interested.. Hello Gamers,

I bought this game directly because I llike the combination of the content. (Starcraft, Dota,...) It\u00b4s a great concept and also
it looks great to play. This game has much potential to get better in the early access stage. Some things aren\u00b4t balanced
now, so for example you can make your hero invisible and just destroy enemy base in 1 minute. Great...

I try to mention all points now (+ pro \/ - contra):

+ the game search system is awesome, directly after starting AF it looks for matches without click for it. And if you wish you
can accept or deny it. great system to safe time for player.#
- you can\u00b4t choose at the moment if you want to play 1gg1 2gg2 3gg3 in this matchmaking,expect you make a seperated
lobby
+ the graphic elements are awesome
- sounds could be smoother, better and more quality, the music is a bit missing in my opinion
- if you play with friends against bots, you don\u00b4t earn items or EXP, only if you play alone
- the developer needs to make advertising for this game, there are no players online max was about 7 players
+ the build system is great and not to much. you can concentrate to fights and lane control but also have time for build colonies,
great
- the game needs more abilitys, more items, more ships !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
+ much maps available, but i would prefer more items and more ships
- the game feels not well balanced.... no true sight against invisibility (for example you can not build ships for detection or
towers) invisible = 100% invisible .... to unbalanced for a moba
- one of the biggest contra points so far: the unit controlling is not precise enough. sometimes your ship gets unselected for NO
reason and move into it\u00b4s death. the cast system sometimes also kicks you of the selection. the movement while fighting
feels unbalanced and not smooth
+ modules for upgrading your ship, menu playing for training, UI is great designed
- some visual bugs appears with the "fog" for example or the movement lines
-\/+ you can earn EXP but you don\u00b4t have a Level for you ship or account, you level only ingame for the team (no singel
level, it is team level) also it\u00b4s not so good visible how much exp is needed for next item or whatever...
- you don\u00b4t know how to get ships, until you play a lot and then you can see you get it in item box
- the attributes are not explained, what attribute does increase WHAT status ???
- the bots are not that intelligent
- no steam invite function for friends (you need to give code to your friend, feels like OLD games)
- ingame announcements are to less or unprecise (lanes, buildings, ...)
- neutral enemys on lane do NOT attack your hero !?!?!?!
+ i like the team game thinking, your team has the same level ALWAYS and every player, also you all have the same colour but
you also can steal ressources of your friend, I mean thats a great thing but i don\u00b4t think that online players will like this to
stranger ppl
- the zoom needs an optionsbutton for not fixed positions, i don\u00b4t like fixed zoom positions

okay stop now.... there are much more things that could be better, easier to understand and also looking better. But it is early
access and i bet there are coming much changes. I like the game very much also the concept and idea and i also enjoy the low
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price !!! it IS worth !!!!! 100% it needs much more players to get the development further. For now it needs more content and
you can see that some elements are not implemented now (recycling of items & & & ...) Thanks for this game I look positive for
the future and PLEASE do advertising on it and more items you can get. I played just ~6 hours and i am not sure if i can get
anything new due abilitys.

go go go :-) i also try to get more players for this game
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Bad game, hope they will fix it later. I'll give this a positive review since its priced right. It is not a bad game at all but needs
some attention.

1. Game doesn't have very good gamepad support. You can get through some menus with controller but you cant restart or go
back to menu after a round. Also with my xbox one controller to add bots it says to use select unfortunatly select doesn't work
but.. left stick button does add bots.

2. My second complaint is a bit more major.. exiting a game once already in a match... it doesnt allow it. I think alt f4 works.

3. Can't choose color of box\/player icon thingy. also can't make profiles or add a name to your bot in local mp.

4. Not sure if you can even select the 3 diff maps manually or if they just rotate randomly. A few more maps would help... I
don't think it would be that difficult, yet I am by far no means a game maker\/developer lol.

The good is it has several different game modes and the capture the flag mode is fun even with just 2 players. Can't wait to try it
local with 4 players. It has online multiplayer and overall its pretty fun playing with others. For all the negatives that I mentioned
the short while I played it with a friend online was fun so I do recommend this game. Fun is what its all about.. hope my money
makes this game better even if its just alittle, pls add champaign mode :DDDDD. I wanted a mech game so I decided to try this
game. With no reviews other than just negative votes, I felt I would step in for a text review. The review will be broken up into
sections with "----".

----
You aim with your head and the controls seem standard enough.
Left Controller
1) Trackpad : Movement
2) Trigger : Weapon Switch
Right Controller
1) Trackpad : Boost
2) Trigger : Fire Weapons

Movement is not teleporting as you're in a mech. Standard left controller trackpad movement is sliding at a steady speed. It is
done by holding your thumb over the direction you wish to go, so there is no need to hold the trackpad down. I am a victim of
motion sickness in some games with sliding movement, but not in this. I actually like the movement in Z'Code. Movement isn't
to fast or slow so it works great. However, boosting might throw you for a loop with no trackpad experience,

----
Graphics are fair and I didn't have to many game performance issues. I did however notice a small dip in FPS in two areas of
the game on a GTX 970. None of which were game breaking

----
Game Modes
1) Easy
2) Medium
3) Hard

I have only played easy & for whatever reason after finishing it, neither medium or hard unlocked. What's worse is you top it
off with a language barrier for some people. If you can't read Mandarin Chinese you are out of luck. When you click on a
locked game mode there is no English explanation.

----
AI isn't wonderful. I can slightly excuse this, but it needs to be pointed out. Once in the tracked distance of the AI they'll just
open fire in a sort of straight path. Shots are very easy to avoid. This could be different in higher game modes, but as explained
above I couldn't play higher than Easy.

-----
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Game dialogue isn't voice acted. While playing a lady starts talking in large boxes of text in the bottom left corner of your
cockpit. These mission messages disappear very quickly. Unless you are a speed reader and\/or can keep the Vive in that sweat
spot to read text you'll be missing a majority of what is said.

----
Weapons

Standard Weapons:
1) Chain Guns\/Rail Guns\/Machine Guns : Take you pick in name. It's just a quick shooting gun.
2) Blaster\/Energy Gun : A single round ball comes out both guns on your mech.

Power Up
1) Missles : Once you get enough energy these take over your standard weapon. You have little control over them as they simi-
seek out enemies.

Special Weapons (This is the ones I remember and\/or only got to see in "Easy". These are dropped randomly on enemy kills).
1) Power Blaster : Stronger than the normal standard blaster. Yet limited in ammo & honestly not to great.
2) Power Chain Gun: Again better than the standard one. Better amount of ammo than the Blaster, but some what effective.
3) Lasers : These seem very over powered. You shoot two beams out your mech to mow down a number of enemies like it was
nothing. In fact, the final boss in this game can be destroyed with them. I happened to pick lasers up after one of the swarm of
enemies before the final boss. I killed the boss in a matter of seconds with lasers. It made it literally no challenge at all.

----
Game Length is very short on Easy. I can't comment on medium or hard as stated before it wouldn't unlock. I finished this game
in around 0.3hrs Steam time, or in other words about 18 minutes. For how short this game is & the slight issues I can't
recommend this game for that alone.

----
Achievements seem to be broken. It's no biggy to myself, but it seems the old chivo's are broken, so achievement grinders want
be happy.. I have over 700 hours on this game. I loved it. Played from the very beginning. When there was almost no elevation
change and very little anything. Then A15 came out. Friggin amazing. This is when a majority of my hours with friends were
spent. Building, surviving, trying things out. Sure you hit some dull spots but it was fun. A16 came out and added some cool
features. Played more. Then the next one came out, A17. Cool buildings and modeling added but I stop there. Laggy frame
rates, one little cabin middle of nowhere, 27 zombies. I gained a friggin ton of levels. But I found, that is basically what it turned
into. A grind fest. On top of that, the immense huge world, scalewise, went from giant mountains and forests and terrains that
gave you a sense of being in a world to...the scale of the original game. Back like single digit Alpha. I have played maybe 4
hours since A17 came out. I refuse to play this garbage. I am pretty close to uninstalling this. Go back to 16 and add features
that are in 17.. Oh.My.God. This is SO bad...takes ages to find out how to do the most boring stuff you can imagine. Stupid
puzzles, stupid tasks, stupid controls. No, no and no.. While the representatives that I met at PAXSouth were nice and the game
has a good concept. The controls are clunky and slow, and on some planets down right rage inducing and nigh unplayable.

This game looks pretty but that's about it.

Skip it, don't waste your money.. Don't play much Indie games but this seems good, very creative things to do, only 1 hour with
the game so far, still exploring more but with only about 14$, i recommend it!. Fun game but hard. Another game that I've
backed way back when on Kickstarter. There's a lot of fun things to do, missions to complete, a base to maintain, and upgrades
to be had. If you like base managment games with a little bit of sci with your fi,, then this is a gem.

Bonus- You can make me suffocate on the surface of Mars if you use my character :P
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